Your specialist for injection moulding
and assembly technology for vehicle interiors

High quality injection-moulded parts
for the automotive industry

Utescheny has been producing
innovative, high quality injectionmoulded parts for the automotive
industry since 1976. Central to what
we do is a commitment to always
developing unique solutions for
every vehicle, perfectly reflecting the
special nature of the model and its
brand - a commitment that numerous well-known vehicle manufacturers from across Europe have now
come to appreciate.

Using our extensive expertise in
materials and manufacturing technology and the most up-to-date
technical equipment, we develop
and manufacture plastic components of the highest design and
functional standards for our clients,
for a vast range of applications in
vehicle interiors. Integrated project
management at every stage of the
process ensures timely completion
in accordance with clients’ specifications. The measure of success for
what we do is always the same –
complete customer satisfaction.

Central to what we do is a commitment to always developing
unique solutions for every vehicle, perfectly reflecting the special
nature of the model and its brand

General interior

Roof product range

Convertible seatbelt feeder
Boot hooks
Boot handles
Covers
Storage compartments

Roof handles
Hinged handles
Roof console storage pocket
Glasses holder
Luggage net holders
Coat hooks
Covers
Trim components

Instrument panel product range

Door product range

Metal substitution product range

Storage pockets
Covers
Cup holders
Central console
Central arm rest
Central console storage pockets
Ashtrays
Decorative trim

Door handle
Visor control switch
Door interior controls
Door storage pockets
Speaker covers
Covers
Trim components
Decorative trim

Accelerator pedal
Clutch pedal
Convertible roof lock
Convertible roof frame

Audi
BMW
Cadence Innovation
Daimler
Faurecia
Findlay Industries
FTE Mexico
Grupo Antolin
Happich
industrialesud
Intier
Landrover
Novem
Peguform
Polytec
Porsche
Röchling
Seat
Skoda
VW

Whether for roof handles, storage pockets, seatbelt
feeders or covers, or for central consoles, coat hooks,
decorative trims or cup holders – there is hardly a single
plastic injection moulded product for vehicle interiors
that we could not manufacture.
Furthermore we can offer new, highly durable plastic
products as substitutes for metal products: e.g. clutch
and accelerator pedals or convertible frames. Our client
list includes numerous well-known vehicle brands, from
A for Audi to V for Volkswagen.

Plastic injection moulding & assembly
The right procedure for every requirement

Whether for single or dual component injection moulding, gas pressure method (GPM) or our unique,
patented GPM+2C combined process – we can offer you the perfect
solution for any requirement. With
over 60 production machines and
clamping forces of 50 to 500 tonnes
we can produce high quality, costeffective injection moulded products
for every type of requirement.

Fully automated production, on our
in-house-developed automated
assembly machines, enables fast
and efficient component assembly - from single units to mass
production. All component parts
are assembled ready-for-use and
prepared for fast and easy fitting in
the vehicle.
Packing into selected cargo carriers
ready for shipment is also integrated
into our automated assembly machines - saving our clients time and
money.

Quality philosophy
Our goal: complete customer satisfaction

For us, quality is not a promise but a
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sible solutions are the driving forces
behind what we do on a day-to-day
basis, together with ongoing development of new innovations in the field
of injection moulding technology.
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